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What is Social Change Funding?
Throughout NNG's history, we
have been asked both to provide
and to create a space for discussing this question. This year,
our members, attendees at our
regional gatherings, campaign
supporters, and others have
requested that we continue to
push this debate. After all, it is
at the core of our individual and
collective work in philanthropy
and in society at large. We can
often agree that "social" refers
to a celebration of diversity, sup-

port of self-determination, and
the elimination of oppression
based on age, class, disability,
ethnicity, gender, race, religion,
sexual orientation and a restoration of a healthy planet for future
generations. But what about
"change"? How do we accomplish our visions for a more just
world?

the power and opportunity to do
so, we asked three members and
a practitioner to answer this
question, With over one hundred years of experience in progressive social change funding
among them and from very different perspectives, the four
inform, challenge, and aid us in
further defining why we all work
for justice.

As a membership organization
that believes people can solve
their own problems if they have

continued on page 2 & 3

Dana A. Alston: Activist and Funder
Adisa Douglas, Program Officer
Public Welfare Foundation
Standing at the side of the room,
I watched my colleagues.
Leaning slightly forward, they
listened to what can only be
described as a spellbinding interview. On the stage was Ingrid
Washinawatok of the Fund of
Four Directions and Dana A.
Alston, Program Officer for the
Environment at the Public
Welfare Foundation. Ingrid was
interviewing Dana. The session
was called "Environmental
Justice: A Model for Funding."
It was October 7, 1997, and NNG
was holding its first regional
conference, "What is Progressive
Grantmaking? A Perspective
from People of Color." The conference, which was held in New
York City, had been conceived by
the People of Color Caucus and

planned by a wonderful team of
NNG members and staff. I had
served as conference convener.
With deliberate pace and
straightforward language, Dana
first defined environmental justice and then described the funding strategy she had developed
at Public Welfare. "We fund the
base, and then the technical
assistance that base determines
it needs," I recall her saying. She
was emphatic about the need for
support of grassroots organizations, particularly those created
by people of color who link the
environmental problems they
face in their communities to their
ongoing struggles for social and
economic justice. "There's no
separation," she said,

I had moved further into the
room, sitting briefly at different
tables to get a feel for the audience response. "She is so
clear I " a colleague said leaning
over to me, "This is the first
time I've really understood what
the Environmental Justice
Movement is all about," said
another. Another funder said to
her colleague in a voice just
above a whisper, "They [Dana
and Ingrid] connect with each
other so well. This is powerful. "
Recalling these moments resurfaces the deep sorrow and pain
of the reality that both of these
beautiful sisters and colleagues
have passed on-Ingrid with her
tragic death this spring
continued on page 4
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Get a Job that Matters

Make Money, Make Change
Kim Fellner, Executive Director, National Organizers Alliance
Let's be clear from the outset.
I'm interested in progressive
organizing that redistributes
power and wealth and creates
social justice, racial equality and
ecological integrity in a culturally
liberating environment.
Social change funding provides
the fiscal fuel for that vision.
But these days I'm something of
an organizing renegade, in that
I'm interested in long- term social
transformation as well as incremental short term wins, the ideological as well as the practical.
And just as the women's movement revealed that the personal
is political, in a world of diversity,
the cultural is also political.
Which means we - progressive
funders and grantees alike need a much larger toolbox than
we currently use.

I believe that to create social
change we need: vision and
ideas; relationship and community; a vibrant, liberating, diversityhonoring communal culture;
shared knowledge through
research and learning; shorterterm organizing struggles that
diminish or eradicate immediate
threats or produce tangible
gains; mid-distance struggles
that create systemic change;
longer-term struggles that transform people's thinking, especially
on race, gender, sexual orientation, disability, immigration and
religion; and reflection on the
work we have done, that helps
shape the work ahead. Therein
lies the power.
How is this funding best done?
Recent articles have focused on
the amount and term of funding.
I agree, more money for a longer

time is better. Lots, lots more, if
we want to make an impact. But
here are some caveats and cautions we might throw into the
hopper, if we're really about
change.

Four on Content
Civil Society without power
analysis is the opiate of the
funding class... and the
Managed Care of democracy.
The goal seems to be to encourage discussions that include the
have-nots of society, within carefully pre-determined parameters
of thought and action. We are all
assured of a voice and an hospitable ear, so long as our
demands for change are not too
loud and the cost to the existing
power brokers is not too high.
Fellner continued on page 8

Communicating Outside Our Circle
Judy Hatcher, Board Member, The Twenty First Century Foundation
Board Member, Changemakers
I'm glad that NNG's new initiative has created such a buzz in
the philanthropic world. It would
be great if the campaign could
serve as a catalyst for dialogues
among grantmakers, not so
much about payout percentages,
but about democracy and equity.
As NNG members who have
attended national meetings can
attest, defining "social change"
is a perennial goal. It's a meaningful term within the universe
of left-wing activists and institutions, but not often used elsewhere. I heard a CNN reporter
use it recently, in the context of
a feature on a humanitarian, and
I was startled to hear it on
national television.
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When I speak of social change,
I'm talking about work done

within a liberal to radical political critique of power, capitalism,
and human rights. Unfortunately,
'liberal,' 'radical,' 'political critique,' 'power,' 'capitalism' and
'rights' are all politically polarizing, or at least anxiety-provoking, for most people I meet who
aren't activists. Even worse,
'social change' draws a blank
among many of the people we
most want to support in this
country.
I think our attachment to using
the best possible words has gotten in the way of our ability to
communicate with people outside our circles, in presenting
ourselves and in listening to others. Instead of defining social
change (again), it would be
much more useful and exciting
for us to engage with other fun-

ders about visions. If we don't
believe that there is common
ground for a broader spectrum of
funders interested in issues like
education, community development, and health care, then
there's not much point in advocating that they increase their
funding for social change.
We can learn from the community organizing experience that so

many NNG members share.
Community organizers rarely try
to build alliances around
abstract concepts like 'social
change.' Good organizers start
with an issue the target constituents are already concerned
about, and establish political
consensus through working
together. In that vein, we should
be more willing to come together
Hatcher continued on page 9

Our monthly job list can be found at www.nng.org

Our Approach
Rob McKay, Executive Director, McKay Foundation
In thinking about funding social
change, I am struck by just how
much of my focus on this issue is
directed at how we go about our
funding. While I want to
address this question from the
perspective of the substantive
grantmaking that we are doing,
I must begin by emphasizing the
way in which the McKay
Foundation approaches its
giving.
First, we need to be aware of
the fact that philanthropic support is only one of many ways in
which financial resources can be
deployed in meeting our larger
objectives. Pursuing the ideals
of economic and racial equality,
and combating America's most
pernicious social problems, were
not high on the list of priorities
for the original architects of
American philanthropy. They

created a system with a bias
towards charity and the maintenance of the status quo, as
opposed to assisting the development of serious social movements. I say this to make the
point that charitable giving is a
useful, but by no means complete, solution to the question of
strategically using money in furthering our goals. Anyone
engaged in this arena must also
consider political contributions
and investment decisions as an
important part of their commitment to social change funding.
My orientation towards the
process of our grantmaking is
governed by a profound sense of
respect for the organizers and
activists that we fund. Respect
for these individuals and organizations means that we understand that the act of raising

money can be time consuming
and, all too often, demeaning.
Once a commitment has been
made by our institution, groups
should be able to count on consistent support for many years.
I can't think of anything more
debilitating to an organization
than for a funder to unilaterally
alter the terms of a grant commitment, or to arbitrarily shut
off support. On those occasions
when discontinuing funding is
going to occur, it strikes me as
only reasonable to give a group a
year to eighteen months notice
prior to ending funding.
Sometimes we have very legitimate reasons for not renewing
support. We owe it to the
grantee to articulate what has
happened.
McKay continued on page 5

Social Recontruction
Cynthia Renfro, Program Officer, Turner Foundation
Excess ain't rebellion
You're still drinking
what they're selling
Your self destruction
doesn't hurt them
Your chaos won't convert them
They're so happy to rebuild it
You'll never really kill it

-Cake
"Rock-n-Roll Lifestyle"

I didn't know I was black until I
arrived in Los Angeles. I grew
up in a small, semi-rural town in
Oregon. When I was 18 I headed
south with $400 in cash and a
partial academic scholarship. I
was in my final quarter at UCLA
when the LAPD assault on
Rodney King was captured on
home video and broadcast across
the nation. "The Verdict" was
announced months later. While I
was horrified by the court's deci-

sian, I was completely devastated by the city's reaction.
Hanging with the editorial staff
of Nommo (UCLA's African
American student news magazine); working in apparel retail
and at a health food grocery
store in Beverly Hills; going to
mosque with Zubar, a Nation of
Islam brother who sold me bean
pies after we got off work at the
health food store in Beverly Hills
- these things in aggregate had
already helped me build a
respectable dislike and distrust
of white people in general.
Watching Rodney King get his
ass whipped, watching Reginald
Denny be pulled from his vehicle
and get his ass whipped, made
me hate them. Suddenly, white
men with guns, lynching, slavery, racism, hate, whiteness ... All

of it clicked clearly, nauseatingly,
painfully together in my mind.
Even the white cops who occasionally stopped me for driving
while black in Beverly Hills, then
waved me on when I held up my
apron with the health food store
logo embroidered on the front,
had to be Satan incarnate. I
hated them all.
It hurt.
I had to keep that knot that had
coiled itself around my gut
intact, because I could never get
past this vision of rage and pain.
I could never let this go, never
get to a place of forgiveness,
where what was happening outside was status quo, as it
appeared to have been since
blacks arrived on this continent.
It was time for some payback.
Renfro continued on page 9
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Dana A. Alston: Activist and Funder
and Dana with her death this
summer. Dana died August 7,
1999 after a valiant effort to
meet the challenges of kidney
disease and the consequences of
a stroke, which she suffered in
November 1997, only a month
after the conference. Dana had
not been feeling very well
around the time of the conference, but got up that morning
and flew to New York to speak
at the conference anyway. As
she often was when she spoke,
she was brilliant. Although
Dana's talk was seldom idle, she
used to say, "I have the gift of
gab." Unknown to her and to us,
the presentation she made that
day would be her last public
speech.
Dana's involvement in NNG and
philanthropy had been well
established before the 1997 conference and her model work at
Public Welfare. She worked at
the National Committee for
Responsive Philanthropy and
was President of the National
Black United Fund (NBUF). At
NBUF, she oversaw completion
of a lawsuit that resulted in
workers, for the first time, being
able to contribute to a Black-led
and organized charitable fund
Dana was not only a long-time
member of NNG but she provided leadership at critical times in
its history In 1984, she was a
founding member and first co-

chair of the People of Color
Caucus. She served on the
Management Committee (precursor to the Board of Directors)
in 1985-86 and 1987-88. She and
Lael Stegall of the Windom Fund
were co-conveners of the Annual
Conference in 1986, which was
held in Zion, Illinois. The theme
of that conference was
"Sustaining Capacity for
Change: A Challenge to
Progressive Grantmakers."
Dana was able to bring incredible leadership and dynamism to
NNG because of her activism. In
addition to being a leader in the
Environmental Justice
Movement, she was active in
civil rights and in efforts to dismantle Apartheid in South
Africa. She was on the staff of
TransAfrica Forum and was part
of the working group to receive
former President Nelson
Mandela when he made his historic tour of the U.S. following
his release from prison in 1990.

In tribute to Dana,
contributions may
be sent to:
The Dana A.
Alston Fund
Bannerman Memorial
Fellowship
1627 Lancaster Street
Baltimore, MD 21231

Dana left us a rich legacy. The
greatest tribute we can pay to
her is to keep her vision alive
and to support the work for
which she felt so passionately.
September 11, 1999 •

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Audrey Chiang (APEN) ,
Pam Tau Lee (APEN) ,
Fernando Cuevas (FEEJN),
Peggy Sheppard (NEJN),
Rev. Zack Lyde (SOC), Dana,
Tom Goldtooth (lEN),
Deborah George (NEJN),
Peggy Saika (APEN) ,
Connie Tucker (SOC),
Janet Pheonix (NEJN),
Cindy Choi and Amanda
Werhane (EJ Fund Staff).
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Dana and activists at the Environmental JusticeFund board meeting 20 days
before her passage.

Conference information can be found at www.nng.org

Leading By Example
As we encourage NNG members
to increase 1 % More for
Democracy, we would like to recognize those making a significant contribution to help
empower and support communities and organizations whose
voices have been traditionally
unheard in the democratic
process. In the philanthropic
community we have remarkable
institutions that can - and do payout to the maximun capacity
of their organization.

Stewart R. Mott
Charitable Trust
(New York, NY)
With an asset level of $13 million, the Stewart R. Mott
Charitable Trust is currently paying out 8%. Program Associate
and NNG member Steve Cheifetz
explains, "It was a very conscious decision by us to no
longer be guided by the "must
give" and to increase our payout
to reflect the growth of our
endowment along with the
growing needs of our grantees
and the movement."

Wendling Foundation
(Washington, DC)
The Wendling Foundation
passed a Board resolution in
April of 1999 to begin paying out
6% of assets each year for
grants. This 6% will be used for
grants only, and will not
include administrative or investment expenses. This family foundation's current assets are at $11
million, and have grown considerably over the past few years.
Heleny Cook, the foundation's
President, comments on the
Board's decision, "Our purpose
is not to build up our assets, but
to use the foundation to build
community development ... I think
they took a bold step." •

Continued from page 3 • Rob McKay, Our Approach
A sense of realism needs to
accompany our conception of the
donor/grantee relationship. I
believe that it takes a minimum
of three years to build an honest
dialogue with the leadership of
an organization. Our foundation
has had to get comfortable with
the idea that initial funding is
often made on faith and intuition. It is only through the
process of investing in people
that we can begin to learn what
is possible. Not surprisingly, the
"site visit" is not usually the
best forum for building trust and
mutual respect. Conversely, it
is also clear to me that there are
limits on what we can expect
from these relationships. I have
come to characterize our role
with the activist community as
that of an "ally". I believe this
conception of the work reflects
the sense that we are in a struggle together which demands
unique roles and responsibilities
for the various players. Our job
is to provide resources to the
men and women doing the hard
work of organizing every day.
Beyond that, we attempt to offer
an array of tangible supports
(access to consultants, legal
advice, media expertise) that can
leverage the efforts of these
groups and enhance their chance
of success.

My criteria for our grantmaking
is relatively straightforward. In
a word, it's about power. Social
change funding is supporting
leaders and communities who
have not had access to power
and who have a plan for reshaping the economic and political
landscape in their communities.
The field of philanthropy likes to
create issue labels that help us
identify the parameters of our
giving. To my way of thinking,
issues are points of engagement.
It really doesn't matter if a community organization affects
change by challenging corporate
behavior that results in polluted
air and water or by advocating
for economic development in
poor neighborhoods. What is
important is articulating a vision,
executing a plan of action, and
affecting positive change in the
lives of the constituent base.
Those efforts that strike me as
the most effective are the ones
that have a primary objective of
confronting mainstream institutions. These groups reward
those individuals who take leadership and foster a sense of
accountability from all those who
work with them. Most importantly, they refuse to have their
concerns marginalized by their
own behavior, or by the actions
of others.

The membership of NNG has the
opportunity to lead the field of
philanthropy by example. Many
of us are working with community activists in ways that transcend traditional notions of
"donor/grantee" relationships.
We do understand patient funding and the need to provide core
operating support. However, this
message is not reaching far
enough into the field. My challenge to all of us is to become
public advocates for social
change grantmaking. As funders
we support program areas that
include organizing, advocacy,
and the efforts of communities
who organize on their own
behalf to solve their problems
and create a more just society.
believe as philanthropists, we
too need to engage in this type
of work within the funding community. We need to organize on
behalf of the grantees we serve.
We need to lead the institutions
we direct, and advocate for
social change funding from the
more mainstream foundations
we work in. We need to see ourselves as the social change
agents we often expect our
grantees to be. This is critical if
we are to build meaningful
alliances with community
activists and each other. •
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Sign-on to J% More for Democracy

New Study Shows Foundations Could Give More
Money as New Wealth, Investment Returns Fill Coffers
Spending Policies
for Foundations

"Spending Policies for
Foundations: The Case for
Increased Grants Payout," which
is included with this newsletter,
is a perfect document to be distributed at trustee and board
meetings, as well as staff gatherings. It reinforces our efforts
to educate the NNG membership

and increase funds for social and
economic justice work.
Over half of NNG's targeted individuals and foundations have
endorsed the 1 % More for
Democracy initiative. You too can
sign on to the campaign at our
web page www.nng.org. You
may also request a statement of

principles from our office
619-231-1348. Contact
Campaign Coordinator Julio C.
Rosa for how to get involved in
the 1 % More for Democracy
Initiative.
For additional copies, contact
NNG at 619-231-1348. Reports
are $8 plus shipping/handling.•

Are We Ready? Social Change Philanthropy and the
Coming $10 Trillion Transfer of Wealth
This National Committee for
Responsive Philanthropy Special
Report, released in Spring 1999,
provides an extensive overview
of the history, evolution and
challenges facing the broad
spectrum of organizations, foundations and federations that
comprise the field of social
change philanthropy. Included
are sections on ethnically diverse
grantmakers as well as chapters
on Lesbian-Gay-BisexualTransgender foundations,
Women's Funds and Faith-based
Funders. In addition, the report

details the emergence, in recent
years, of an increasingly entrepreneurial spirit and the infusion
of business principles into the
progressive philanthropic infrastructure.
Are We Ready? describes and
compares the structures, models
and types of funding practices
associated with grantmaking to
communities routinely ignored
by traditional philanthropy, their
different characteristics, and the
status of grantmaking to the
constituencies of interest.

In an era of unprecedented new
wealth, this report argues, the
context for giving is less influenced by the social movements
of the 1960s and more by the
principles of the free market as
applied to the philanthropic sector - a development which presents both challenges and opportunities for players in the field of
progressive philanthropy.
Are You Ready? is available for
$25. Contact NCRP at 202-3879177 or info@ncrp.org •

Report on Technical Assistance to Progressive
Grassroots Organizations
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The recently completed report
on the technical assistance (TA)
needs of progressive grassroots
organizations within communities of color offers a unique,
strategic and provocative analysis of the field of technical assistance provision. Commissioned
by the Saguaro Board, an
activist-advised fund of the
Funding Exchange, this report
informs TA providers and funders about the needs of small
grassroots organizations in general, and within communities of
color in particular. Through
interviews with activists and
funders, the report examines the

existing gap between the TA
needs of these organizations and
the TA training and support
available to them.
Most writings on TA focus on
the structural needs of small
organizations, such as board,
fund-raising, and access to technology. The Saguaro Report
shifts the debate and focuses on
the need for TA in the areas of
critical analysis, political education, and long-term strategic
planning. Sandra M. Laureano,
Director of the Grants
Department at the Funding
Exchange comments that "while

technical assistance on how to
'run' an organization remains
important, those involved in progressive work regret the lack of
technical assistance that could
help small grassroots organizations in their political development and in acquiring the skills
needed for movement building
for the long haul."
The report is available through
the Funding Exchange at a cost
of $10. To obtain a copy of the
report, contact Sandra M.
Laureano at 212-529-5300 X320
or Sandra.Laureano@fex.org.•

Find More Campaign Info Online at www.nng.org

Changes in the Network
• Carol Peneke has left as
Executive Director of A
Territory Resource in Seattle.
Good luck Carol!

•

• Chris D'Arpa, former development director of the Crossroads
Fund of Chicago, has been
appointed as the new director of
development and communications at the Women Employed
Institute, a nonprofit dedicated
to the advancement of women
through service, education, and
advocacy.

• Margie Fujiki, formerly the
executive director of Asian
Americans and Pacific Islanders
in Philanthropy, has joined the
David and Lucille Packard
Foundation.

At the MacArthur Foundation, • At the Tides Foundation,
Senior Program Officer Kalima
Ted Chen has left as a Program
Officer in the General Program.
Rose left earlier this year, but
He has joined Big Idea
continues to work as a consulProductions, a Chicago-based
tant with Tides on some projects. Carol"CJ" Callen has
media company, to help the company create a corporate foundabeen appointed Senior Program
• The Beldon Fund has recently
announced new guidelines and
Officer in the areas of Civic
tion and serve as its executive
application procedures. Under
Participation, Economic and
director. Marcia Festen, former
Social Justice, and Women's
those guidelines, the foundation
program officer in the
anticipates making grants totalCommunity Initiatives Program,
Issues/Reproductive Rights.
Gary Schwartz will also join
ing $10 million or more per year.
has also left. Good luck to both
Tides as a Senior Program
The Fund will also make an addiof them l
Officer on November 1,
tional $1 million in grants per
year under the previous guideworking in the areas of Native
lines. For more information visit • Karen Byrne has joined the
American Funding and
McKay Foundation as Program
Environmental Justice.
their website at
www.beldon.org.
Officer.

• Betsy Brill has announced her
December resignation at Girl's
Best Friend Foundation (GBF)
in Chicago. She will continue to
work with others interested in
using philanthropy for social
change through her consulting
practice, Strategic Philanthropy,
Ltd. GBF would also like to
announce the appointment of
Josephine Herrera as
Community Relations Director,
as the Illinois foundation works
to expand its role statewide.

•

•

• Carol Mollner has moved on
from the Women's Funding
Network, where she had been
the founding Executive Director.
WFN has appointed Ruth Goins
as Interim Director; she has been
consulting with WFN's Women
of Color Residency program. We
wish the best of luck to Carol
and welcome Ruth.

The University of New Mexico's
Center for Southwest Research's
Grassroots Activism Project celebrated the opening of the Frank • And, at the Jessie Smith Noyes
I. Sanchez Papers in September.
Foundation, Stephen
Congratulations Frank!
Viederman is still leaving, but
will remain as president until
Victor DeLuca assumes this role
effective March 2000. In our last
• Linda Stout is leaving her role
as Peace Development Fund's
newsletter, we had inaccurately
Executive Director, but will conreported that Steve had already
tinue her involvement in philanretired - sorry Steve! •
thropy and NNG through the
Circle Fund.

•

Earlier this year, Deborah Leff
resigned as President of the
Joyce Foundation in Chicago to •
become President and CEO of
Second Harvest, which distributes donated food to 26 million
hungry Americans annually.
Paula DiPerna has been
appointed the foundation's new
president.

The San Diego Foundation for
Change has hired local activist
Tom Lidot as the new
Administrator.

The Threshold Foundation has
announced that they are undergoing a new strategic planning
process in which they are
rethinking their program area
focus. For the 2000 grants cycle,
no unsolicited letters of inquiry
will be accepted.

Please forward any changes,
announcements and news to the
NNG Membership Coordinator,
Nicole Trombley at nicole@nng.org
to be included in the next newsletter and to update our mailing list.
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Review the Joint Affinity Groups Research

Continued from page 2 • Kim Fellner,
Make Money, Make Change
This is the critical difference
between the concept of inclusion
and that of self-determination.
Bringing more people of color,
more poor people, more young
people into the discussion is a
start; but it is a far cry from having the room to redefine the
terms of debate or transform the
life of an organization, or a society. That's where real change
happens.

Get serious about race.
The assumption that economic
organizing alone will conquer all
has been the cry of the left for
most of this century - and has
brought us neither socialism nor
racial equity. It's time we
acknowledge that the task of
forging an equitable, respectful,
multi-cultural community out of
many diverse and competing
identities is, in and of itself, an
appropriate and crucial organizing objective. As such, it
demands the allocation of time,
personnel and financial
resources; it cannot be relegated
to the sidelines as the casual byproduct of other goals.
Democracy in the service of
capitalism is not necessarily
a virtue.
Prevailing discourse seems to
automatically fuse democratic
process with the practice of a
free market economy, as though
neither could exist without the
other. If we only buy into the
existing economic system, without questioning its underlying
structure and assumptions, we
will be unable to move from the
over-riding societal criterion of
financial gain and the survival of
the fiscally fittest to a working
concept of the common good.
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One might note that prevailing
foundation terminology exacerbates this fusion by providing us
with "social capital and "stakeholders," measured in stock and
credit, and traded on a market
basis. While providing some useful constructs, this language fails
to engage an alternate vision or
human passions. Yet love of fam-

ily and faith, the longing for success and security, the fear of not
having what you need or losing
what you have - these are the
powerful motivators of individual
and clan action - and the vortex
from which we build.

Recognize the power
of culture.
Organizing begins when we tell
our stories to each other. There's
more to the arts than the symphony. And there's intellectual
endeavor outside the university.
Our NOA experience suggests
that forging an exciting, inclusive, shared culture is a critical
link, not an afterthought, in creating social change in a diverse
setting. Yet, money for these
endeavors is miniscule to nonexistent. Remember, it's Bread
AND Roses. Beauty and time to
think should not be solely the
entitlement of the affluent.
Herein lies the crucible of new
ideas, the soul of transformation,
the heart of the movement.
Three on Process
Don't go mad for the fad
Community Economic
Development. Sustainable
Communities. Civil Society.
Campaign Finance Reform.
Regionalism; some (usually white
male) professor writes an article
- and the next thing we know,
it's a three-year progressive
funding mantra.
Soon, all the grant-seekers are
rewriting their proposals to use
the language of the hour.
Worse, some foundations are
now trying to instigate whole
organizing agendas. It used to
be a foundation would support
you if you concurred on the problem, and the foundation saw you
as a possible part of the solution.
Now, increasingly, assistance is
proffered if the grantee agrees to
implement the change-making
solutions proposed by the funder.
Which brings the whole accountability question to a new level of
complexity.
Plenty of my colleagues consider
foundation money rightfully ours

anyway (a sentiment I generally
share), and think we should
therefore say anything that will
drop the money into our treasuries. This makes me uncomfortable; but my organization is
probably financially worse off for
that scruple.

Hold our own organizations
accountable.
Before each NOA Gathering,
goaded by principle and pique, I
write a grant proposal (roughly
$5,000) to provide child care and
room and board for kids. After
all, if you want women to be fully
active, and rise in leadership
(need I add there are race and
class cuts on this?), child care is
a no-brainer. We failed three
times - and paid the money
from our general operating budget. This year, Ellen Gurzinsky
of the Funding Exchange struggled with us to make it happen,
for which I send her hugs and
gratitude. What's with us if we
won't put our money where our
mouths are?! Not to mention the
foundations that think a five percent employer contribution for
pension plans is too much.
Get real, already. It is our collective job to model the society we
want to create. If we want a
society where democracy prevails and where women, people
of color and young people are not
only hired, but part of the power
structure, then we have to be
willing to do it ourselves.

Don't be afraid to lose your job
- or your grant.
Don't have a party line, but have
a bottom line. Think of yourself
as accountable to the social justice movement - not just the
organization that pays you. That
means being willing to take
some personal risk, ask provocative questions of your employers,
foment institutional struggle to
expand and increase the progressive funding pot, and the pool of
grantees. As progressive funders, that's your organizing mission. If we can refocus our lens
and adjust our frame toward a
common vision, we might just be
able to spend that money to
make change that matters! •

See Our Latest Reseach Online at www.nng.org

Continued from page 2 •
Judy Hatcher,
Communicating Outside Our Circle
with our colleagues who are
funding service provision, for
example, but are not intentionally funding change.
If we say we want to increase

the amount of funding supporting social change, then we have
to be able motivate others
beyond their concerns about
payout, to get to real conversations about what types of activities will lead us toward solving
the problems philanthropy, with
a capital P, tries to address. That
seems to me to be an important
element of social change philanthropy, to be effective organizers
within our own bailiwick.•

Continued from page 3 •
Cynthia Renfro, Social Recontruction
I knew exactly what to do. I
would get me a gun and a
beanie, hide out in basements,
and start taking out The Man.
My mentor was a no-nonsense
Jewish woman professor at
UCLA. While advising me and
guiding me academically, she
refused to pretend that she didn't care very much about me personally. She graciously ignored
me as I sat through her seminar,
brooding and passive aggressive
with post-riot shock. Afterwards,
she took me to her office and listened to my revolutionary plot,
then calmly informed me that I
would not be participating in
any underground movement, but
would take my butt over to the
library and get ready for finals.
Then she hugged me and told
me she was worried about me how all the chaos and violence
was affecting me emotionally whereupon I promptly burst into
tears and sobbed for long min-

utes all over her blouse.
Then I thanked her for bringing
me back from a dark place I hadn't even realized I was in. Her
response was that she loved me
and cared about me. It was that
simple. This Jewish woman married to an hispanic man cared
about a short black girl in the
middle of all that madness.

Social change funding is generally about equity - economic, sexual, racial. Behind all that, to me,
is a sense that it's really wrong
- a perverse, tortured, pathetic,
amoral sort of wrong - not to
love your fellow man. There are
many reasons to dislike other
people. But love of life, respect
for humanity and every single
human being's right to exist is a
core value of what I consider
social change.
The thing that gets confusing is
this: hate is not the opposite of
love. Hate is a second class emotion, kind of like second class
postage. It arrives weeks later,
on someone else's schedule,
totally unpredictable. The
Priority, the Overnight, the
Fedex of emotions - the opposing force to love - is fear.
Real social change is going to
come from facing those things
that most frighten us - at a
very basic human level and on a
nationwide policy level: grassroots organizing, advocacy, distribution of wealth, environmental degradation, racism, sexism.
We need to get policymakers
who reflect post World War II
values, mores and vision out of
office. Times, they are achangin', and that Cold War,
American Dream, good-old-boy,
canned food and individuallywrapped-slice-of-Americancheese-food ideal is not only
unsustainable, it is a death knoll
to the health of this planet and
the people on it.
Sincere expressions of concern, a
co-worker often says after
returning from some industry

conference or workshop, are
mundane and meaningless in the
context of our day to day interactions. We have to stretch or die
- more advocacy, more grassroots organizing, more movement building toward long-term
equity and health.
This work is not easy.
Antagonism is a natural part of
growth, but that doesn't mean it
is painless. In fact, I'm convinced
that if it isn't excruciating I must
be doing something wrong. But
I've also learned that when we
recognize fear and face it with
dignity and humanity - love those hurtful moments come less
often.
The trick is to relearn what
indigenous peoples have known
for tens of thousands of years:
we have to love mother earth or
we're all going to die. We have
to re-find the place where we
take only what we need thereby respectfully leaving
plenty for other people, plants,
birds and rocks and things. It's
as easy as breathing, really.
And there are lots of ways to do
it. A little tension, struggle, pull
is natural and necessary for
growth. But if you love somebody, if you come from a place of
love, then beating him, killing
her, depriving them of the things
they need to survive is unacceptable.
You'd be surprised how easy it is
to reduce any issue to love and
fear, and what that deconstruction reveals about your own attitude and decisions; your lifestyle
and your politics. It's also surprising what such a reduction
reveals about the things social
funding should be addressing,
the issues and places where
social investments should be
made.
What is not surprising is how
many people are missing the
point, and how many people
won't get it. Not because they
can't, but because they are ..
afraid.
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We Are Here To Help

NNG Staff in High Spirits

Change. What is it really, if not
another opportunity to grow?
As many of you know, we have
re-centralized NNG in San Diego.
We closed our Atlanta office, and
to our wonderful surprise, our
Michigan staff member Aileen
Shaw has decided to relocate
back here, to her old home. All
of the plusses and minuses combined add up to our entire family
working under the same roof at
1717 Kettner Boulevard.
Change can be a challenge.
This is certainly one of the reasons NNG has always advocated
for general operating and capacity building monies to progressive non-profits. Yet, the reality
for us is that our recent changes
have been positive.
Our spirits are high, our energy
is high, and we are charging forward. Are we working harder?
You can bet on it. But this, and
effective work styles, are constant reminders that we are
playing the right role in philanthropy, and in moving more
money to those that matter
most-grantees working for a
better, more just, and
democratic society.
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Terry Odendahl continues to
direct her two children at home
and five of us at work. We won't
tell you which one is more challenging. Marta Bajor holds us to
our budget goals and strengthens our internal finances. Angie
Heinisch is building up the infrastructure for an
amazing 2000 Conference on
Globalization. Julio Rosa has
distributed our newest economic
study and continues to enlist
new sign-ons to the 1 % More for
Democracy campaign. Aileen
Shaw is working with the Joint
Affinity Groups on our diversity
research, and maintaining
fundraising work at high speed.
Nicole Trombley has been promoted to Membership

Coordinator and we have
already sent out 2,500 pieces of
mail to current members and
new recruits under her leadership. Meanwhile, our website
has been revised for easier navigation, and our fall newsletter is
in your hands. All of this, and
we still find time to have our
needed afternoon coffee (the real
reason we are mavin' on), and
enjoy our lives on weekends.
So when you call us at
619-231-1348 expect that we will
be busy, but also expect that we
will be delighted to hear from
you. In fact, we want you to
contact us. You and the work
you do for change are the reasons we make it in here, every
morning, ready for a new day.•

Board of
Directors
Diane Feeney
Chair, Payout Initiative Committee

FACT Services Co., Inc.
President
San Francisco, CA
Marjorie Fine
Executive Committee

Unitarian Universalist
Veatch Program at Shelter Rock
Executive Director
Manhasset, NY
Ellen Gurzinsky
Board Co-chair
Executive Committee

Funding Exchange
Executive Director
New York, NY
Alice Ito

Densho Project
Seattle, WA
Melissa Kohner

Third Wave Foundation
Trustee
Philadelphia, PA
Felicia B. Lynch
Co-chair, National Conference
Executive Committee

The Staff

Women & Philanthropy
President
Washington, DC

Marta Bajor
Finance Coordinator

Idelisse Malave
Board Secretary
Executive Committee

Angie Heinisch
Conference/Finance Assistant
Terry Odendahl
Executive Director
Julio C. Rosa
Campaign Coordinator
Aileen Shaw
Research and Development
Coordinator
Nicole Trombley
Membership Coordinator

Tides Foundation
Executive Director
San Francisco, CA
Rob McKay
Board Treasurer
Executive Committee

McKay Foundation
Executive Director
San Francisco, CA
Barbara C. Meyer

Bert and Mary Meyer Foundation
President
Atlanta, GA
Joy Palmer
Chair, Membership Committee

Headwaters Fund
Program Director
Minneapolis, MN
Sharon Ramirez

Women's Funding Network
Membership Director
St. Paul, MN
Ronald White
Board Co-chair
Executive Committee

C.S. Mott Foundation
Program Officer
Flint, MI
Please note: New board members
were elected in the Spring, and board
leadership elections took place at our
Summer meeting.

Contact Us Online at www.nng.org

New Board Members
Diane (Dee-ann) V. Feeney is a
trustee of the Bermuda-based
French American Charitable
Trust (FACT) - a family charitable trust that supports grassroots-based organizations and
networks working for social,
economic and environmental
justice in France and the United
States. As the trust's first paid
staffer, she was instrumental in
designing the Trust's grantmaking program and hiring the U.S.
and French staff in 1995. Diane
is President of FACT Services
Co., Inc. - the trust's San
Francisco-based administrative
and service company, which
oversees the financial, legal,
administrative and grantmaking
strategy of the trust. She served
as Chair of NNG's
Communications committee in
1998, and was on the NNG conference planning committee for
the 1998 conference in
Plymouth, MN. She currently
serves as Chair of NNG's Payout
Committee.

Sharon Ramirez is the Director
of Membership and Programs at
the Women's Funding Network.
She oversees WFN membership
recruitment, retention, development, and research on women's
funds including financial, management, and grantmaking data
gathering and analysis. Her previous work in philanthropy
includes serving as a member of
national evaluation teams for
the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation's Neighborhood
Small Grants Program; the Ford
and MacArthur Foundation
Leadership Program for
Community Foundations. She is
one of the original members of
the Advisory Committee of the
Women of Color/Philanthropy
Residency, a founding member
of the Asian-Pacific Policy
Roundtable of Minnesota, and
she was part of the national
steering committee that planned
and launched the first gathering
of the National Asian Pacific
American Women's Forum. She
is co-chair of the Midwest
Chapter of Asian Americans/
Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy.

The White House Conference
on Philanthropy
Gifts to the Future
On the afternoon of October 22,
1999 the President and Hilary
Clinton are convening a conference on philanthropy. The conference will highlight the unique
American tradition of giving, discuss the diverse and changing
face of philanthropy, and explore
how to sustain and expand this
tradition for future generations. A
portion of the event will be broadcast via satellite, and will offer an
opportunity for communities
across the country to participate
in the conference and engage in a
local dialogue on the subject.
Participants in the conference,
both at the White House and via
satellite, will be a variety of individuals from diverse ethnic back-

grounds, professional affiliations,
and experts engaged in philanthropy. There has been much
secrecy on the actual content of
the session, per the White House.
However, Joint Affinity Groups
and NNG have been approached
to offer suggestions of philanthropic leaders to feature.

SAVE THE DATE
Notional Network of Grantmakers

Conference on
Globalization
March 15-18, 2000
Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Boston, MA
See Newsletter Insert for
more information

General information regarding the
conference can be obtained by
calling (202) 395-7112 or through
the website: www.millennium.
whitehouse.gov •

At the time of printing of this
newsletter, no presenter names
had been disclosed.
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The Talmud, The Blues, and NNG
Ronald M. White, Co-chair of the NNG Board

"Those who have the power

to protest, and do not protest,
are accomplices in the act. "
(Talmud Sabbath 54b)

Please note: This is
Ron's final column as
NNG's board chair.
With Ellen Gurzinsky
as co-chair, she will
take over future writings. Ellen is Executive
Director of Funding
Exchange and serves
on the Executive
Committee of NNG, we
welcome her energies
and insights as the
new co-chair.
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I was on my way to a site visit,
listening to a radio interview
with Marvin Caplan, as he spoke
of his recent book, Farther
Along; when Caplan, a Jewish
Civil Rights activist whose
protest witness and work for
racial and economic justice goes
back to the early 1940's, recites
this dazzling quote from the
Talmud. The quote really got me
thinking, not only about the wisdom of the Talmud, which I
remembered was a collection of
laws and rabbinical commentary
going back to the oral history of
early Judaism, but about protest
in general. The Hebrew scriptures are full of examples of
women and men who speak
truth to power. They were
called judges and prophets and
span thousands of years. These
were women and men who
lacked the "power of office" but
found deep within themselves
the power of protest to use poetic imagery to describe justice
and peace, dramatic language to
move imperial hearts of stone
and even down to earth curses
to get their point across on
behalf of the "widow, orphan
and alien", the lowest of the disenfranchised in their time.
It is so important for us as grantmakers, donor organizers, program officers and trustees who
have the "power of office" to
practice raising our voices
together in a good solid, "No!"
Especially, when we see money
or power being used to diminish
rather than build up the lowincome community or marginalize racial and sexual minorities.
And we shouldn't be shy about a
good collective belly rocking,
"Yes!" to causes and campaigns

that move more money to such
groups even when our investment counselors and or foundations are a little slow in appreciating our stance. Marvin Caplan
recounted in his interview that
he spent much of his early time
on picket lines, forcing stores
and businesses to accept integration and his later years suing
for open housing and working in
racial justice organizations in
D.C. Some have used other creative outlets, like literature,
dance and song, to protest.
My own tradition, the Blues, is
filled with examples of songs
that protest. Those only peripherally familiar with the Blues
may think it a simple music,
which is generally both emotionally depressing and politically
misogynist. But Angela Davis in
her wonderful book Blues
Legacies and Black Feminism
thoroughly demonstrates otherwise. She shows how the
Classic Blues of Ma Rainey and
Bessie Smith were not only
entertaining but a means of raising protest against racism, classism, work conditions, jail, and
even domestic violence when
there was a comprehensive code
of silence against the topic. The
Classic Blues of the 1920's and
'30's also celebrate gays and lesbians and alternative relationships and offer audiences a new
way of experiencing wholeness
in the world, which is "body
affirming" rather than body
denying. The main point here is
that these women, protested.
They confronted injustice and
violence and refused to be silently complicit. They confronted
discrimination and stereotypes
and lent their voices to defining
a different view of life. These
were Blues women.
So what about those of us who
subscribe to the values of NNG?
How seriously do we take our
role as change agent not only in

society, but within our foundations? I'd be unrealistic if I
downplayed the risk, the fear,
the edginess it takes to act on
our values. Especially, for those
of us who lack the power of position. So, I'm not asking you to
walk a picket line (though if you
haven't done that in awhile you
might consider it), but to seriously ask yourself, " Have I done
anything subversive lately?"
And if the answer is "no", then I
encourage you to try protest.
But first, you must be properly
prepared by restoring your spirit.
Try singing a song of solidarity
as you work. Play your own version of some Classic Blues when
you get home and absorb the
spirit of the Blues women. Go a
little deeper into your spirit and
find your body. Celebrate to
excess with someone you love.
And when your spirit has been
properly prepared so that your
breath comes from your toes
upward and your actions come
from deep within outward; then
join voices and hands with those
of the "common good" to whom
our money is dedicated to serve,
and do something creatively outrageous on their behalf. Protest!
By getting your institution to
give 1 % More for Democracy.
Protest! By becoming more
active in NNG. Protest! By funding new projects, which reach
deeper into the communities
we're dedicated to serve.
Protest I Why? Because, there is
so much that is still wrong and if
we don't protest, we'll be
accomplices in the wrong done
in our silence. •

NNG's National Conference

"Globalization: Why Should We Care?"
March 15-18, 2000
A few weeks back, a particularly
curious photo made its way into
newspapers across the US. The
image showed the exterior of a
McDonalds, windows broken and
with other clear signs that the
place had been ransacked. Most
amusingly, a statue of Ronald
McDonald lay fallen and half hidden under an enormous heap of
apples, clearly the weapons of
choice for this offensive.

SAVE THE DATE

And the source of
the attack?
Globalization.

National Network ot Grantmakers

The McDonalds in
question was in
France. The assault
came as a symbolic
response to French
March 15-18, 2000 citizens' frustrations
at a trade war first
declared by the US in
Boston Park Plaza Hotel
an
effort to force
Boston, MA
France to import hormone-treated beef
from the US. The French don't
want the stuff, but the US succeeded in getting the World
Trade Organization-a key player
in the Globalization game-to
rule in the US's favor. Despite
French concerns about potential
health risks and a desire to promote more natural livestock production, their voices will not be
heard on this issue, thanks to the
forces of Globalization.

Conference on
Globalization

Closer to home, nearly one-fourth
of all workers today earn less in
real terms than what a minimum
wage worker would have made in
1968. In 1973, union membership
stood at 24 percent of the labor
force; today, just 14 percent of
workers are organized.
This decline in living standards
has coincided with the increasing
globalization of the US economy.
Over the past several decades,
Globalization has made it ever
easier for corporations to exploit
cheaper labor markets overseas,
keeping wages down in the US

and breaking up unions. The
increased flow of goods across
borders-a seemingly benign
hallmark of Globalization-has
also had a negative impact on
wages: A recent study estimates
that nearly 40 percent of the
increase in wage disparity over
the past 20 years can be directly
attributed to free trade.
These are but a few-a very
few-of the stories now being
written by communities in the US
and around the world who are
facing the ever more powerful
juggernaut called Globalization.
And these are the stories that
will be brought to NNG's March
2000 conference entitled
"Globalization: Why Should We
Care?" .
The conference organizing committee chose this simple but
provocative title to arouse more
extensive thought and dialogue
among NNG members on this
critical but poorly understood
issue. Daily, the work that NNG
members so highly value is being
undermined. A more powerful
response must be mustered. We
hope to provide NNG members
an opportunity to be brought into
the effort.
The conference planning committee is extremely excited about
the conference line-up we are
pulling together for you. Pre-conference site visits are being
planned that will explore youth
leadership (Boston practitioners
are particular leaders in this area)
and how low-income communities in two Massachusetts cities
have witnessed and responded to
the forces of Globalization. The
conference itself promises a variety of workshops-organized by
NNG members and practitioners-on topics that will demonstrate the clear links between
Globalization and the range of
issues NNG members support.
Keynote speakers are now being
lined up with the aim of offering

Conference goers of all ages attend
NNG's conferences.

solid analysis and grassroots perspectives on the issue. The gathering will also offer a range of
skills-building sessions, a format
that received excellent reviews at
last year's conference. NNG will
take the opportunity to dialogue
with members on its 1 % More for
Democracy campaign. And of
course there will be ample opportunities for delegates to network,
meet with old friends and make
some new ones.
You'll soon be hearing more from
us on the conference. In the
mean time, we encourage you to
call Angie Heinisch, NNG's
Conference Assistant at
619-231-1348 if you have questions or to offer your ideas on
how we can make the conference
a great success. We look forward
to seeing you in Boston on
March 15-18, 2000.•

Annual Conference 2000
National Planning Committee
Susan Beaudry
LaFetra Operating Foundation
Karen Byrne
McKay Foundation
Mallika Dutt
Ford Foundation
John Harvey, Co-Chair
Grassroots International
RaviKhanna
Felicia B. Lynch, Co-Chair
Women and Philanthropy
Julie Meyer
Lambi Fund of Haiti
Terry Odendahl
National Network of Grantmakers
Michael Warsh
C,S. Fund
Joe Wilson
Public Welfare Foundation

www.nng.org

Our Newest Members

Membership Form

NNG is a membership organization. Our direction and work come from
the ground up - our members. Let us work together to create a society
where freedom and democracy are not only concepts, but also values we
can live by. Below are our new members. Welcome!

Andrea Alexander, Grants and Program Manager, A Territory Resouce
Kelly Anderson, Executive Director, Adco Foundation
Martha Bentley, Grants Manager, Public Welfare Foundation
Barbara Briggs-Letson, Program Officer, Jadetree Two Foundation
Peter Brown, Executive Director, Schools for Chiapas
Suzanne Busta, Family Financial Strategies
Laura Carney, Program Associate, Norman Foundation
Leigh Carter, Executive Director, Fonkoze USA
Cynthia Clay, Grants Administrator, Gaea Foundation
Tania Connaughton-Espino, Program Associate, Public Welfare Foundation
Robin Cushman, Donor Services Officer, Tides Foundation
Shelley Davis, GCS Program Assistant, Ford Foundation
Nancy V. Deren, Trustee, Lydia B. Stokes Foundation
Diane Durgin
Diane Fanning, Executive Director, Another Way Texas Shares
Maureen Finan, California Endowment
Lorraine Grace, Sunrise Center
Mia Johnson, Grants Director, MAZON - A Jewish Reponse to Hunger
Amy Kincaid, Change Matters
Linda Ketner, Ketner Fund
Ruth Messinger, President, American Jewish World Service
Kim Moore, President, United Methodist Health Ministry Fund
Cassie Myers, Information Coordinator, Seventh Generation Fund
Bernadette Orr, Acting Director, U.S. Program, Oxfam America
Ted Quaday, Program Director, Farm Aid
Cassie Schwerner, Project Manager, Caroline & Sigmund Schott Foundation
Jackie Tiller, Grants Associate, First Nations Development Inst.
Mark Toney, Development Director, Applied Research Center
Max Woodfin, Executive Director, Earth Share of Texas

Name and POSItIOn

Grantmakmg InstltutlOn/AlfJhatlOn

Address

CIty IState/Zlp Code

Phone

Fax

E-maIl Address

Preferred method of contact:
Fax
0 E-mail

o

0 Phone

The following best describes
my role as a grantmaker:

o Alumnus/Alumna of NNG

1999 Funders

o Individual Philanthropist

NNG greatfully acknowledges the support of the following funders,
institutional and individual, who have have contributed to the
organization in 1999.

o Philanthropic Consultant/Researcher

Grant Abert • Angelica Foundation • Astraea Foundation • Judy
Austermiller • James Babson· Adriana Ballem. Ben & Jerry's Foundation
• Boehm Foundation· Otto Bremer Foundation • Barbara Bryan. Karen
Byrne • C.S. Fund • California Wellness Foundation • Robin Carton •
Changemakers • Steven Cheifetz • Chicago Resource Center. Naomi and
Nehemiah Cohen Foundation • Susan Collins • Nathan Cummings
Foundation· Victoria Danzig. Julius Anthony Davis. James R. Dougherty
Jr. Foundation· Valentine Doyle· Richard H. Driehaus Foundation. Marta
Drury. Jean Entine • FACT Services Company, Inc.• Maurice Falk Medical
Fund· Foundation for the Mid South· Funding Exchange. Debra Fury.
Tracy Gary • Gill Foundation • Girl's Best Friend Foundation • Joseph
Gotkowitz • Marji Greenhut· Evelyn and Walter Haas. Jr. Fund. Ronald
Hanft· Michael Hirschon • Peter Kent. Melissa Kohner. Jennifer Ladd •
Larson Legacy· Ruth Ann Larson· Arthur and Susan Lloyd. John D. and
Catherine T.· MacArthur Foundation. McKay Foundation· Doug Malcolm
• Barbara Meyer • Julie Bryant Miller • Christopher Mogil and Anne
Slepian • Carol Mollner • Charles Stewart Mott Foundation • Stewart R.
Mott Charitable Trust· Kenneth Mountcastle. Ms. Foundation for Women
• A.J. Muste Memorial Institute· Needmor Fund. New World Foundation
• Scott Nielsen· Nokomis Foundation· Norman Foundation. Jessie Smith
Noyes Foundation • Terry Odendahl • David and Lucile Packard
Foundation· Pequod Fund of the Tides Foundation· Catherine Pillsbury
• Public Welfare Foundation· Alan Rabinowitz. Rockefeller Foundation.
Shaler Adams Foundation. Deborah Sheppard· Joel Solomon. Luis Solis
• Solidago Foundation· Aileen Shaw. Abbot Stranahan. Sarah Stranahan
• Tides Foundation. Turner Foundation· Unitarian Universalist Veatch
Program at Shelter Rock. Leoine Walker· Marc Weiss and Nancy Meyer
• Ronald White • Wieboldt Foundation • Jodi Williams • Winthrop
Rockefeller Foundation. Medora Woods

o Trustee or Board Member
o Staff
o Donor Organizer
o Other

_

NNG Individual Membership $150

Tax-deductible contribution

$

Total enclosed

_

Please make checks payable to:

NNG
1717 Kettner Blvd., Ste 110
San Diego, CA 92101

Contact Membership Coordinator,
Nicole Trombley with any questions
at (619) 231-1348 or nicole@nng.org

www.nng.org

